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Peter Curley, NPC 
Featured Member 
While Peter has been with our club for a 
relatively brief time he has an extensive 
and varied background in photography. 

As you read through his story (pg 2) you 
will quickly realize that he is well 
travelled, enjoys experimenting with 
different photographic styles and indeed, 
is still a student of the craft. 

The Open Challenge is a competition open to all 
members of the camera clubs belonging to the GTCCC.  

The GTCCC includes 25 clubs through out southern 
Ontario. This year NPC became a member of the 
GTCCC and all NPC members may participate in 
GTCCC events.  

You can find more contest information, including the 
rules and deadlines at the GTCCC website. The contest is in Toronto, November 11, 2017. 

Along with your entry you need to include the club membership code which can be found on the 
last page of the document.

https://www.gtccc.ca
https://www.gtccc.ca
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In This Issue

 ~ just hover and click! 

How to Photograph 
Motion - Picture Correct 

ProFusion Photo Expo 
Toronto - Nov 7th & 8th - 
Get Free Tickets Here 

Lightroom Queen - 
Shedding some light on 
Adobe’s latest moves! 

Adobe Alternative - Alien 
Skin’s, Exposure 3, may be 
the ticket. Free 30 day  
fully functional trial for 
Mac or Windows.

Peter Curley, featured NPC photographer 
In circa, 1962 at the wise old age of 6 on a dreary spring 
afternoon I decided to scavenge through my parent’s room and 
came across Dad’s brownie camera. I had seen him work it 
many times and just knew I could do it too. So I grabbed the 
camera, hopped up on the bed and started jumping up and 
down while snapping the shutter. Being only 6, I was quickly 
bored and put the camera back where I had found it and no one 
was the wiser... About 3-4 weeks later Dad returned home from 
work and announced he had developed the film from our last 
trip. There I was in all my glory with an almost perfectly 
exposed multiple exposure (6-7 shots) of me jumping on the 
bed, holding the camera looking into the mirror. 

Zoom ahead, 20 years, during which I had never touched 
another camera. I decided I should see the world and settled on 
Australia for 6 months. A salesman talked me into a Pentax 
K1000 with a whopping 50 mm lens. “Just move the dials until 
the arrow is in the centre” were his words of wisdom.  

That tweaked my desire for photography. Over the years I 
worked in camera stores and finally got the chance to study 
under one of Calgary’s master photographers in wedding and 
portraiture. I tutored for 5 years and finally struck out on my 
own, starting a new business in Grande Prairie, Alberta. 

After 3 years we moved to Peterborough and I opened the 
Sooter’s store in Portage Place, winning 3rd place in all of 
Canada with Pro sales in my first 6 months. After 10 successful 
years as a portrait and wedding photographer, I felt it was time 
for a break to rejuvenate my artistic side.  

continued, next page 
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Kids just want to have fun!

https://www.picturecorrect.com/tips/how-to-photograph-motion/
https://www.picturecorrect.com/tips/how-to-photograph-motion/
https://www.profusionexpo.com
https://www.profusionexpo.com/pages/profusion-expo-tickets.aspx
https://www.lightroomqueen.com/week-lightroom-world/
https://www.alienskin.com
https://www.picturecorrect.com/tips/how-to-photograph-motion/
https://www.picturecorrect.com/tips/how-to-photograph-motion/
https://www.profusionexpo.com
https://www.profusionexpo.com/pages/profusion-expo-tickets.aspx
https://www.lightroomqueen.com/week-lightroom-world/
https://www.alienskin.com
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Peter Curley, Cont’d 
Long story short, I discovered the computer age 
and telecommunications at Fleming College. I still 
booked the odd wedding and was stuck on film as I 
knew just what to do and not do. Then one 
Christmas I was given my first digital camera but 
the manual camera kept calling my name.  

The Olympus C4040 was not going to replace my 
trusty Pentax or Nikon film cameras as the shutter 
lag time was just too great to use it professionally. 
Which leads to my first official gear acquisition 
attack! I headed down to the local camera store 
and picked out a top prosumer model, the Canon 
10D and a Tamron 28-300.  

After a 35 day safari in Africa, with two borrowed 
lenses, a Canon 300 mm f2.8 with a 2x tc and a 
24-70 f2.8 lens I really started to see the 
difference in quality. My Tammy gave me a 4-6% 
keeper rate and using the other 2 lenses my rate 
went to 20% give or take. 

After we returned home I purchased some quality 
glass and have never looked back. My current 
camera is a 50D, and although old by today’s 
standards, I’m perfectly happy with it. Being able to 
use a higher ISO, however would be nice.  

Have I given thought to re-entering the ranks of pro? On occasion, but having the freedom to shoot 
what I want is a huge benefit as opposed to shooting for the customer. Although I still take on 
several weddings a year and the odd family portrait, the rest is my time. I also run a small 
photography school and custom photographic print business, contact: Peterborough Clicks. 

Let’s get back to my photographic 
journey. What is your style, many 
people ask, and I can’t answer that one 
as I have many styles and dabble in 
many aspects of the photographic 
realm, including Giga-Pans, 
panoramas, time-lapse, astro, stacking 
and solar eclipse time-lapse. That just 
covers the technical aspect of 
photography.  

I endeavour to stretch the artistic side 
as well, both in getting it right in the 
camera, post processing and finally 
having it printed to complete the cycle. 

More on Peter Curley, next page 

Are you laughin’ at me?

Beware the electric elephants!

mailto:peter@ptboclicks.com
mailto:peter@ptboclicks.com
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There is just nothing better than displaying your heart and soul in a tangible hands on display.  

I just love to experiment with almost anything photo related, from hacking the firmware in camera 
to testing out the latest and greatest software packages coming out daily.  

I’m getting much better with pre-visualizing, slowing down and working the scene for some time 
before ever putting the camera to my eye. Personally, I find the best way to achieve this is being out 
by myself with no other people to distract me.  

~ Peter Curley 

More photos from the 
Curley collection
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Cobourg 150 News Flash! 
 ~ Bryan Marjoram 

Here it is, November already!  How many more shopping days till 
Christmas? Okay, relax. You have lots of time.  

Actually, a better question would 
be, how many image taking days 
until the Northumberland 
Photography Club's special 
Cobourg 150 Project for the Town 
of Cobourg is due?  

We appreciate the membership's 
efforts in making this unique 
undertaking a huge success... but 
it's not over yet! Get your photos 
in today! 

There is still time to take more 
images of everyday events and 
Cobourg 150 special events before 
we put it all together in a 
slideshow format for the Mayor's 
levee. 

A special book will be presented to the Town of Cobourg on behalf 
of the Northumberland Photography Club. 

Be part of Cobourg's history … submit your images as soon as you can!  

You can submit your photos at our NPC DropBox here. Below is a list of upcoming events. Do not 
hesitate to take a picture of anything in Cobourg that you find worth shooting ~ it does not have to be 
one of the events listed below! 

Upcoming NPC150 Photo Ops: 
Oct. 28 Tartan Day 11:00-1:00 p.m. Victoria Hall 

Oct. 30 Cobourg Day, Re-enactment Event Council Chambers 6:00 p.m. 
Nov. 11 Remembrance Day Parade, King Street and Cenotaph 
Nov. 19 Santa Claus Parade Time 

Nov. 23-26 Christmas Holiday Market. Beach Trailer Park 
Nov. 24 Christmas Magic Lighting Up Ceremony, Waterfront 

Dec. 15 Early Canadian Christmas 150 Theme, Victoria Hall 

All submissions from Jan.~Oct. must be submitted by Oct. 31 at 12:00 a.m. at the latest.  

Planning The Mayor’s Levee!

One Of Many Cobourg Photo Ops!

Photo: Bryan Marjoram

Photo: Bryan Marjoram

https://www.northumberlandphoto.ca/canada-150
https://www.northumberlandphoto.ca/canada-150
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Outings Column 
 ~ David O’Rourke 

Our Club had three outings 
in October: Presqu'ile 
Provincial Park on the 5th, 
the Cobourg Harvest 
Festival on the 7th, and a 
trip to Bobcaygeon on the 
11th. 

Norm Rae was the member 
who organized the first outing, having been a member 
of the Park for many years. He checked out the 
prices for us, made maps for the 15 people who 
attended the outing, and highlighted three key areas 
of photographic interest for us.  

After Presqu’ile, we all headed over to the Whistling Duck (formerly Dougalls on the Bay) in Brighton for 
an excellent meal. The sated bunch are shown above… photos, phun, phellowship and phood… a perfect day! 

We did not meet as a group for the Harvest Festival; people 
could go whenever they wanted to on the Saturday. I went in 
the late afternoon and ran into Rick Miller, recently back 
from an African Safari—Karen Chalovich was on the same 
trip.  

Our last outing of the month was to Bobcaygeon. Again 15 
people attended which was a very good turnout. The weather 
was drab in the morning, but after lunch at Just for the 
Halibut the sun finally came out. Hopefully people were 
able to get some good shots on the way home. 

Coming up in November are three Club outings, and so far 
only one outing is scheduled for December. Circle the dates 
on your calendar and hope for good weather!

Upcoming Outings  
Please put these dates on your calendar! 

• Tuesday, November 7th - An afternoon outing in 
Brighton following Philip Sun’s presentation “Working 
the Light” at the Brighton Photo Club. 

• Wednesday, November 8th - ProFusion Photo Expo 2017 
at the Metro Toronto Convention Centre 

• Sunday, November 19th – Cobourg Santa Claus Parade 
• Sunday Evening, December 10th - Toronto Christmas 

Market in the Distillery District 
 
Hope to see you there! ~ David

David, the Pied Piper

Say Hello To My Little Friend!

Photo: David O’Rourke

Photo: David O’Rourke

Photo: David O’Rourke
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Beyond our Borders… with your Camera! 
‘Beyond our Borders’ will be a regular feature in the Monitor, highlighting two trips or excursions 
that club members have taken within the last year. The trips don’t necessarily have to be beyond 
the borders of Canada or Ontario but we are initially looking at featuring ‘trips’ that would take 
you at least a couple hours drive from Northumberland County. 

 If you have a trip you’d like to share with club members contact Janet Taylor. 

The Loire Valley ~ A Photographic Feast 
 ~ Brian Hart 

In April of this year my wife and I travelled to Europe for the 
express purpose of visiting two specific sites: Keukenhof 
Gardens in the Netherlands and Villandry, a chateau with 
extensive gardens situated in the Loire Valley, France. The 
timing of the visit coincided (hopefully) with the tulips being 
at their maximum splendor. Operating for four days from a 
base in Noordwijk, a town situated on the North Sea, we 
toured the district and spent a full day at the Keukenhof 
Gardens. The gardens were spectacular in terms of the flowers 
and so well organized that the large number of visitors did not 
diminish the experience. Locally, the many canals, fields of 
flowers and windmills etc. provided many photographic 
opportunities. 

On the route south to the Loire we took a day to visit the Vimy 
site. We were there on the Saturday following the 100th 
anniversary ceremonies. It was cold, rainy, and the skies were 
dark. With only about 10 other visitors there it was a very 
dramatic and moving experience.  

I had planned on an overnight stay in Dourdan, a village just south of Paris simply because it was 
in the right place for a break in the driving.  We were pleasantly surprised by the beauty of the 
town and the ancient structures that dominated the town centre. The view from our room looked 

down on the abutments of the 
cathedral built in the 15th century. 
A bonus we didn’t expect! 

A B&B in Azey-Le-Rideau gave us 
access to the nearby Villandry 
chateau and gardens as well as 
other chateaux and the general 
scenic beauty of the Loire. The 
gardens at Villandry were 
recreated in the 19th century based 
on 16th century models and are 
unique in terms of the large 
Potager, or kitchen garden. The 
Loire is a lush, verdant landscape 
with fairy tale chateaux 
everywhere you turn. 

Photo: Brian Hart

Photo: Brian Hart

mailto:bowling.taylor@gmail.com?subject=Beyond%20the%20Borders
mailto:bowling.taylor@gmail.com?subject=Beyond%20the%20Borders
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Beyond the Borders with your Camera… 2 
Oldies, But Goodies! ~ In Quebec with The Countess! 
 ~ Russ Donaldson 

Recently “The Countess” & I took a well-
deserved vacation in one of Canada’s premier 
provinces ….Quebec. We concentrated our week 
away in both the Charleviox & Laurentian areas. 

I had read in a Mazda car magazine about a 
secondary highway called Chemin du Roy and 
we decided to give it a try. Donna and I love 
travelling the backroads, so this highway, 
originally built in the 1700’s, was right up our 
ally! It pretty much hugs the north shore of the 
St. Lawrence River and runs from Repentigny 
toward Quebec City. 

While travelling east, we came across the very small town of Maskinonge, which is a historical site 
featuring nothing more than three general stores dating from1803. It reminded us of a scene right 
out of the TV series, Little House on the Prairie, bringing to life Quebec’s past. It includes a 
museum, an old fashioned candy store, and an entertainment venue with a 30 seat licensed café 
and patio. This former store was displaced from its original location across the street by rolling it 
on logs to its present 1862 location.   

We were met at the front door by the 
present owner, the gregarious Richard 
Vienneau, who, back in 2008, was 
employed by the federal government. He 
was an accountant by trade and told us: “All 
I was doing was shuffling paper. My 
girlfriend lived here and I wanted to be 
closer to her so I quit my job, moved here, 
and bought these premises. The rest is 
history.” 

He seemed like an agreeable sort of guy and 
gave us a quick tour including an Aeolian 
pianola, which is a kind of music box 

powered by pedals, and 7000 antiques, the 
majority of which had been donated. For sale, amongst other things, were hand knitted and 
hockey themed socks, a variety of bubble gum, and chewy candy of all descriptions.   

The café appeared to be doing a booming business as it was near capacity with locals having lunch.  
There is no doubt that this is a thriving little business venture attracting folks from near and far.

Richard Vienneau - Owner of the general store!

“… like a scene out of Little House on the Prairie!”

Photo: Russ Donaldson

Photo: Russ Donaldson
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Taking Great Photos of our Pets - Jason KB 
A brief review of the presentation by our October guest speaker. 

~ Dan Milligan 

“I’m Jason Krygier-Baum, a professional animal 
photographer from Toronto, Ontario, Canada. I love my 
work and am always looking for challenging projects that 
push the creative limits of animal photography.” 

Those are the first words you see when you visit Jason’s 
website. Those might also be the last words you actually 
read if you’re like me because the rest of his site is filled 
with some of the most interesting animal photos I’ve ever 
viewed. Cats, dogs, birds, reptiles. You name it, he’s shot it. 
Who needs words when you’ve got such an eclectic portfolio 
of animals to enjoy! 

Remember that old adage about a picture being worth a 
thousand words? Well, Jason’s photos go beyond a 
thousand! They are at once warm, elegant, fanciful and hilarious, all the while retaining the 
essence of… your pet! At times you forget you are looking at animals as they take on the 
appearance of people. They are like kids at play!  

We were fortunate to have Jason share his animal photography experiences at our October NPC 
meeting. His presentation, Taking Great Photos of Our Pets was both informative and very well 
received by our membership. 

Throughout the presentation it was very clear that Jason 
cares equally about both the animals he photographs and 
his craft. He offered numerous studio and on site 
photography tips that I believe would work not only with 
animals but people too. These included going into any photo 
shoot with a sense of humour and patience. Hmmm… 
sounds like the way we should approach life, doesn’t it? 

During his presentation I had been madly scribbling down 
as many tips and notes as I could in a tiny little notebook. I 
rarely do this but it was like information overload and I 
knew I would forget more than I could remember. Jason 
must have realized this as well because he generously 
provided us all with a handout with 10 key shooting tips for 
us to use when photographing animals.  

I personally am going to be trying some of Jason’s tips on 
our next NPC outing… on any four or two legged animals I 
come across. Look out David!

Photo: ©JasonKB

Photo: ©JasonKB
Kids at Play!

How did Jason get them to do that?

http://www.jasonkb.com
http://www.jasonkb.com
http://www.jasonkb.com
http://www.jasonkb.com
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Patrick’s Tips 
~ Patrick Romano 

Winter is almost here and there will be days we need to get 
outside and others when we will not dare to venture into the 
Ontario damp cold. Either way we can and should always 
remember that we can still play with our cameras. Along this line 
I found some interesting projects we can try. 

Photography is an art and learning / practicing different methods 
of using our cameras in making that art is a lot of fun. Who 
knows, you may find that one method that will define your personal artistry.  Remember, these 
tutorials may show you a single method for creating an image. Once you learn that method, play 
with it, use your imagination and have fun (don't forget to share successes and failures. 

Sharing with other photographers and asking questions is the best way to perfect your art).  

How to Make Custom Bokeh Shapes 
How to Take Unique Double Exposures Without Using Photoshop 
4 Refraction Ideas to Use Your Creativity 
An Apple a Day Keeps Creativity Awake 
5 Creative Exercises to Help Make You a Better Photographer 
How to do Multiple Exposures In-Camera 
How to Create a Dynamic Zoom Burst Photograph 
Fire Spinning with Steel Wool – A Special Effects 
12 Creative Photography Project Ideas to Get you Motivated 
How to Create Glass Ball Landscapes – 6 Techniques 

In each issue of ‘the Monitor’ Patrick will be providing you with some timely tips and links to help 
you improve your photographic techniques, either in camera and/or in post.  

To access the tips/sites, you can simply click on the topic heading. This method should work from 
your computer or your mobile device. Pressing and holding the topic from a mobile device or 
holding your mouse, or fingers on your trackpad, should also bring up a ‘copy’ option that will 
allow you to copy, then paste the copied URL (web link) into your browser.  

Of course you can also save the links as bookmarks in your chosen browser if you think you might 
want to reference them for later use. This method will also work with other links throughout the 
newsletter.  

Each Operating System (Mac, Windows, Linux) will have a slightly different method to copy/
paste/bookmark. If you require assistance with accessing the links in ‘the Monitor’ please contact 
me, Dan, and I’ll do my best to get you up and running.  ~ ed note

Mr. Tips!

https://digital-photography-school.com/make-custom-bokeh-shapes/
https://digital-photography-school.com/how-to-take-unique-double-exposures-without-using-photoshop/
https://digital-photography-school.com/4-refraction-ideas-your-creativity/
https://digital-photography-school.com/apple-day-keeps-creativity-awake/
https://digital-photography-school.com/5-creative-exercises-better-photographer/
https://digital-photography-school.com/multiple-exposures-camera/
https://digital-photography-school.com/create-dynamic-zoom-burst-photograph/
https://digital-photography-school.com/fire-spinning-with-steel-wool-a-special-effects-tutorial/
https://digital-photography-school.com/12-creative-photography-project-ideas-motivated/
https://digital-photography-school.com/create-glass-ball-landscapes/
https://digital-photography-school.com/make-custom-bokeh-shapes/
https://digital-photography-school.com/how-to-take-unique-double-exposures-without-using-photoshop/
https://digital-photography-school.com/4-refraction-ideas-your-creativity/
https://digital-photography-school.com/apple-day-keeps-creativity-awake/
https://digital-photography-school.com/5-creative-exercises-better-photographer/
https://digital-photography-school.com/multiple-exposures-camera/
https://digital-photography-school.com/create-dynamic-zoom-burst-photograph/
https://digital-photography-school.com/fire-spinning-with-steel-wool-a-special-effects-tutorial/
https://digital-photography-school.com/12-creative-photography-project-ideas-motivated/
https://digital-photography-school.com/create-glass-ball-landscapes/
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NPC Success at Show! 
A gem of a gallery, the Visual Arts Center of 
Clarington, unknown to many of us, is having its 
37th Juried Show . 
This Gallery is one of the best in the Durham & 
Northumberland area and I am glad to endorse 
it. 
I have been submitting images to this mixed 
media venue for over twelve years and been 
awarded the Best Photograph in Show twice! 
The Northumberland Photo Group have been 
well represented in the past. Last year Dawn 
Knudsen won best photograph &  Isabel Veldhuis 
won best photograph the year before. Bill 
Hornbostel has also won the same award some years back.  

This year Allen Short won Best Photograph in Show. Congratulations, Allen! 
I would like to remind all who are thinking about submitting images in Juried Shows that there 
are as many rejections as acceptances and sometimes more of the former so keep shooting and 
submitting your photos. You never know! 
I was fortunate for this years event to have both my images accepted (shown here). 

If you, or another NPC member are involved in a showing please email me (Dan) with the 
information and we will include the info and links in our next newsletter. 

Photo: Stuart Morley

Photo: Stuart Morley

mailto:danmilligan@mvpsports.ca?subject=NPC%20Gallery%20Showing%20Info
mailto:danmilligan@mvpsports.ca?subject=NPC%20Gallery%20Showing%20Info
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I didn’t know that! 
A column dedicated to illuminating your mind! 
~ Dan Milligan 

I received this from fellow NPC member, Russ Donaldson. I don’t know if he sent the link to me as 
a hint (to me) but I thought it might be good to share it with everyone else at the NPC. I particularly 
thought it was quite good as it justified, on the home front, my infatuation with photography… 
although I know it can’t possible justify my GAS… gear acquisition syndrome. 

The title of the article Russ sent me was Mentally Challenging Activities Improve Memory as Baby 
Boomers Age. Link here. (Study, University of Texas at Dallas, 2013) 

I immediately thought, “What does that have to do with photography?”… until I read the article.  

The findings of the 2013 study showed that ‘Seniors who step outside their comfort zones could be 
enhancing their memories beyond those who stick with what they know.’ 

Ok… again, what did that have to do with my passion for photography, Russ? 

The article continues. “Only the quilting and photography groups, who were confronted with 
continuous and prolonged mental challenge, improved their memory abilities,” lead researcher, 
Denise Park said. 

They found that “One group that (seniors, 60 - 90) learned photography with digital cameras – a 
task requiring very specific memories for verbal instruction and complex reasoning as they learned 
to use the equipment and the software to edit high-quality photos… showed significant gains in 
memory.” 

It obviously works, Russ, because in the last month I have spent an inordinate amount of time 
immersed in everything photography… and yes, I even remembered to include this article here!

You mean it’s Christmas Already? 
Set aside Monday, December 11th for the NPC Christmas dinner at the Woodlawn Inn in Cobourg.  

Many members enjoyed themselves here last year and we are following the same format this year.  
The December slideshow will be shown in the bar area and a roast beef/turkey buffet dinner will be 
provided at the cost of $36 per member.   

Go to the NPC website to purchase your ticket.  There is also a link there to the Woodlawn Inn to 
view the entire menu for the evening.   

There will be a regular meeting at the Salvation Army Hall on December 4th where the December 
slideshow will be shown. Members may submit up to 10 of their best images for the December 
slideshow. Details about how to submit these images will be coming in November.   

Speaking of  Christmas. Anyone who is not doing anything on Christmas Day is invited to a Pop Up 
Pot Luck at Pat Calder's, 11 Cedar St., Colborne, ON. RSVP 905-355-3005

https://www.utdallas.edu/news/2013/10/22-26961_Mentally-Challenging-Activities-Improve-Memory-as-_story-wide.html
https://www.utdallas.edu/news/2013/10/22-26961_Mentally-Challenging-Activities-Improve-Memory-as-_story-wide.html
https://www.northumberlandphoto.ca/
https://www.northumberlandphoto.ca/
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One of the main ways that messages are communicated through the NPC is by e-mail. As 
secretary, one of my jobs is to relay information to the membership. It is important to make 
sure that I have current e-mail addresses for our members.  Please let me know if your e-mail 
address changes. 

If you have information that you would like to share with our membership, you may send it to 
me at sandraepeters@gmail.com. If you have questions about any of our messages, I can 
probably refer you to someone who can help. Be aware that when you reply to an e-mail from 
me, I get the reply and will forward it to the proper person. Sometimes it is more expedient if 
you reply to the e-mail address given in the message– eg. Reply to David O”Rourke if you are 
attending an outing. ~ Sandra Peters

Your NPC Executive: 
President: Ray Williams 
Vice-President: Russ Donaldson 
Treasurer: Stan Kicak 
Secretary: Sandra Peters 
Technician: Jeannie Gane 
Membership: Donna Edmonds 
Communications: Bob Robertson 
Outings: David O’Rourke 
Outreach: Douglas Johnson 
You can click on their name to 
send them an email or ask a 
question about our club. 

NPC Volunteer Committees: 
Volunteer clubs are only as good as their volunteers. 
There are plenty of opportunities for you to continue 
making the NPC a great photo club. Contacts and 
opportunities are listed below: 
NPC150: Bryan Marjoram encourages you to submit 
your photos to our Canada150 Dropbox folder. 
Meetings Catering: Fran Brownley and Elaine 
Amenta can always use an extra hand around the 
kitchen every club meeting. 
Newsletter: Dan Milligan and the Monitor team are 
always looking for new ideas for our club newsletter.  
Monday Club Meetings: Jeannie Gane, our 
Technical Director, requires a small crew to set up and 
take down the A/V equipment each club meeting. 

the Monitor ~ Celebrating Life, Landscape and Beauty! 
the Monitor is a © publication of and for the members of the Northumberland Photography Club 
(NPC). Our goal is to publish an informative monthly edition of the magazine from September 
through June. Who knows… we might even have a summer edition! 

All photographs in this publication are the property of the photographer and may not be used in 
whole or part without the express permission of the photographer.  

Current members of the newsletter committee: Pat Calder, Janet Taylor, Dan Milligan (Editor). 
Comments, articles, solutions and hands-on assistance are always welcome. Contact the editor or 
another member of the Monitor team for details. We value your input! 

Our thanks go out to Larry Keeley whose vision and dedication brought the Monitor to life!

Communications Communications
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